DRAFT

Valley Center Community Planning Group
Mobility Subcommittee Meeting Minutes
Valley Center Library, History Room
Thursday, July 6, 2017

Meeting started:

6:47 P.M.

Establish Quorum:

No quorum until 7:30 P.M.

Present:

Joann Foxx, Claire Plotner, Will Rogers, Jon Vick,
Steve Hutchinson arrived at 7:30

Motions:

No motions were made.

Discussion of Vesper Road

Jon Vick: Discussed the problems concerning Star Valley Park. They include: a sight distance problem, speed problem and concerns with horse trailers and rigs. If there is a trail on Vesper then it would have pedestrians and horseback riders.

Joann Foxx: Agreed with Jon Vick concerning the problems on Vesper. The back entrance to Star Valley Parkway on to Vesper Road from Valley Center Road will be an issue. Vesper Road turns and undulates which creates line of sight issues and speed concerns. There is no shoulder in many places. the road The road should be restriped to give ten foot lanes. Vesper Road is safe from Mac Tan to Star Valley Park. Vesper Road has many accidents and traffic speeds well over the posted speed limit.

Will Rogers: Keep Vesper Road a local Road.

Adjourn:

7:56 P.M.